Abstract Introduction: Pathophysiology of cervical artery dissection is complex and poorly understood. In addition to well-known causative and predisposing factors, including major trauma and monogenic connective tissue disorders, morphological characteristics of the styloid process have been recently recognized as a possible risk factor for cervical internal carotid artery dissection.
Introduction
Cervical artery dissection is one of the most frequent causes of ischemic stroke in young patients. 1 In addition to some conditions with an established causative role in cervical artery dissection, such as monogenic connective tissue disorders and major trauma, pathophysiology is poorly understood and complex.
>30 mm, 3 may present with Eagle syndrome as the carotid subtype 4 and has been reported in patients with cervical internal carotid artery dissection (ICAD) even with no previous clinical manifestations. 5 More recently, anatomical characteristics of SP have gained attention as possible predisposing factors for ICAD. 6 This study aimed to replicate previous studies by characterizing SP length and SP distance to internal carotid artery (ICA) in patients with ICAD.
Methods
Retrospective, multicenter, case-control study of consecutive patients with cervical ICAD presenting with ischemic stroke, transient ischemic attack (TIA), or only local symptoms and signs, with available computed tomography angiography (CTA) performed in the first two weeks of diagnosis, diagnosed between January 2010 and September 2016. Age-and sexmatched controls were consecutive patients with ischemic stroke or TIA, caused by any etiology excluding ICAD, who performed CTA during the acute phase, selected from the outpatient clinic database of one of the participating departments. CTA images were individually reviewed by two independent observers for measurements of SP length and SP-ICA distance (ipsilateral and contralateral to dissection or left and right in controls). Observers were not blinded to dissection status. SP length was measured using oblique multiplanar reconstructions. SP-ICA distance in the axial plane, in the slice where the distance between the two structures was shorter, was measured between the edge of the SP and the ICA lumen center in controls or the center of the structure formed by the ICA lumen and the intramural hematoma in cases (Figure 1) . Mean values of the two independent measurements were used for the analyses. We characterized the existence of cervical ICA tortuosity and kinking according to previously described criteria. 7 Statistical analysis was performed using chi-square and independent student's 
Results
Sixty-two cases, of which three had bilateral ICAD (65 dissected arteries), and 70 controls were included in the study. There were no differences in age, sex, or admission stroke severity between groups (Table 1) . Among patients with ICAD, 14.5% presented with only local symptoms and signs (acute manifestations of ICAD), 79% presented with ischemic stroke, and 6.5% presented with TIA. Horner syndrome was present in 33.9%. Major trauma as a cause of ICAD occurred in only one patient. No patient with ICAD was diagnosed with fibromuscular dysplasia. All included cases and controls performed CTA and 53 ICAD patients (85.5%) additionally performed !1 angiographic exam to support the diagnosis (Table 1 ). Among controls, the cause of ischemic stroke was identified in 48 patients, and 22 patients had cryptogenic stroke. Eagle's syndrome was present in one of the ICAD patients and in none of the controls. Frequency of cervical ICA tortuosity and kinking in the ICAD group was similar to the control group (Table 1) . Nine patients with ICAD were treated with stenting, which was performed, in all cases, after diagnostic CTA.
Interobserver 
Discussion
In this multicenter case-control study, increasing SP length and decreasing SP-ICA distance were associated with ICAD. Only three previous case-control studies systematically analyzed the morphological characteristics of SP in ICAD patients. In the first study, 6 the authors found that carotid dissection was associated with longer SPs, with an OR per millimeter increase of 1.08, similar to the result we found in our study. Additional anatomical characteristics such as SP angulation and SP-ICA proximity were found not to be associated with dissection. Methodological issues may limit comparison between studies, specifically in what concerns SP-ICA distance measurement. We adopted the method used in another study, which in addition to confirm longer SP ipsilateral to ICAD, also found that the distances between SP and dissected carotid artery were significantly shorter when compared to SP-ICA distances contralateral to dissection and in controls. 8 Because intramural hematoma may distort ICA anatomy and change its position in relation to other fixed cervical structures, we believe that measurement of the distance between SP and the center of the structure formed by the hematoma and the arterial lumen describes a more reliable anatomical relation between these structures, even though it does not completely exclude the bias introduced by large position changes, such as those caused by pseudoaneurysms. Muthusami et al. 9 also found a marginal association of longer SP length and shorter SP-ICA distance in ICAD patients when compared to controls; however, this study was conducted in a single center, included fewer cases, and used a different method to measure SP-ICA distance. 9 In contrast to the first two studies, 6, 8 we found that the characteristics of the SP contralateral to ICAD were not significantly associated with dissection, which could explain the low frequency of bilateral ICAD. However, this association was only marginally nonsignificant, which could be related to the sample size.
Although the present study adds confirmatory evidence for the association of ICAD with SP length and its proximity to ICA, it is not able to confirm a causal role. Several issues argue against a possible contribution of SP anatomical characteristics to ICAD pathophysiology: because SP elongation is not rare and there is a significant variability of SP length in the general population, 10 one would expect ICAD to be more frequent; higher dissection recurrences were to be expected 11 if there was a persistent anatomical contributor to dissection; SP elongation is bilateral in most cases and bilateral ICAD is not frequent. 12 Despite this, many additional predisposing factors for cervical artery dissection have been recognized, and the occurrence of dissection in a specific time in a specific patient may result from the combination of several contributors. Head and neck movements or even mild cervical trauma in patients with elongated SP closer to ICA may lead to repeated arterial position displacement and mechanical trauma, predisposing to dissection. This study replicates the findings of the previous small case-control studies on this subject and has the strength of being a multicenter study with a high interobserver agreement. The choice of the control population was primarily based on the fact that the majority of patients who undergo CTA in our clinical practice have cerebrovascular disease. Even though there may exist some concerns regarding the validity of the control group, we reduced potential bias by only including controls who had complete etiological evaluation, with matching for age and sex, not including any control with ICA occlusion and, the fact that both groups had similar frequency of carotid artery anomalies such as kinking and significant tortuosity also increases comparability. Three-dimensional CTA reconstructions may be superior to conventional CTA because they can clarify the anatomy of SP and its relation to overlapping structures 13 ; however, the use of oblique multiplanar reconstructions is useful for the selection of the optimal plane for SP measurement.
Additional limitations are related to the small number of cases, impossibility to perform SP measurements blinded to dissection status, and absent systematic information concerning head and neck movement precipitants.
Conclusion
Anatomical characteristics of the SP, namely SP length and SP-ICA distance, are associated with ICAD.
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